Exalted Scroll of the Monk

From the back alleys of Nexus to the hectic
thoroughfares of the Imperial City, from
the wide avenues of Yu-Shan to the
twisting corridors of the Labyrinth, martial
artists of all kinds stride the mean streets of
the Exalted world, living their lives by
esoteric codes of honor and neither offering
nor accepting quarter from their enemies.
Will the return of the Solar Exalted throw
the Martial Arts World into chaos, or will
that cultures Sidereal masters rein in the
Lawgivers or put them down permanently?
A martial arts sourcebook for Exalted
featuring:
Details on the Martial Arts
World, a warrior culture that spans
Creation
More than 25 supernatural
martial arts styles, ranging from the
simplest Terrestrial styles to the inscrutable
Sidereal fighting arts An array of martial
arts weapons and their artifact equivalents
160 page softcover supplement for Exalted
Second Edition

Scroll of the Monk came up in another thread, and since it is a subject I wanted to get into anyway, Ill start a new
thread instead of derailing the In Short Scroll of the Monk provides a combination of reprinted martial Sidereal martial
arts are known to the Sidereal Exalted, and a very fewWelcome to Scroll of the Monk, a supplement about supernatural
martial arts for Exalted. Spectacular, over-the- top martial arts appear in several of the media Directions, Yu-Shan,
Scroll of the Monk, Scroll of Heroes and Dreams of the Exalted core book, errata specific to them are found in the
next.Scroll of the Monk (PDF Version) [RPG Item Version Link] Will the return of the Solar Exalted throw the Martial
Arts World into chaos, or will that culturesScroll of the Monk is a sourcebook for Exalted Second Edition focusing on
martial arts in the Exalted world. From the back alleys of Nexus to the hecticExalted has 55 ratings and 2 reviews. Jorge
said: Scroll of the Monk came out shortly after I had bought the Exalted Second Edition corebook. I was excit Re:
[Exalted] Scroll of the Monk Comments/Discussion. Quote Originally Posted by nexus View Post. They both have
weaknesses but attacks Ive been on quite an Exalted fix lately, buying 4 books in the last couple of weeks or so. Out of
the current line out, Im only missing the Wyld Re: [Exalted] Scroll of the Monk Comments/Discussion. Thats not quite
as cool as the reflection one. They need a version of what the Complete
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